Racial Equity Grants FAQs

What Is CZI’s Commitment for These Racial Equity Grants?
In December 2020, CZI made a multi-year commitment to support racial equity across our work in education, science and in our communities so that the advances we make serve everyone by addressing systemic disparities that have disproportionately harmed historically underrepresented populations.

How Much Funding Has CZI Already Awarded?
Since our commitment, CZI has invested over $300 million to support organizations leading the way in advancing racial equity across our work.

What Are the Criteria That Organizations Must Meet in Order To Be Considered for This Funding?
We center racial equity across our work in education, science and in our community by supporting, advancing and developing solutions that:

• Invest in the development of leaders of color
• Mitigate racial outcome disparities
• Build community power
• Change inequitable systems

Addressing these historic and systematic disparities supports our mission of building a better future for everyone.

When Will CZI Announce the Next Round of Racial Equity Grants?
We award these grants on a rolling basis and update our grants database annually.

Where Can Interested Organizations Find More Information About CZI’s Racial Equity Grants?
You can find more information about CZI’s racial equity grants here.

What Organizations Have Been Awarded These Grants So Far?
Our racial equity grantee database can be found here (updated annually).